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I bought a MaxlAnalog FCB 1020 last October from Thirteen4 Music . I was intrigued by the demos and especially the video of a performance using the LFO to control the pitch of a synth. I bought it because I thought it would be interesting to see it in action.
Unfortunately, the shop from which I purchased it no longer has it in stock and I have yet to find a replacement. Are there any other video demonstrations on the web for this product? however i couldn't find a way to control the pitch bend and the vcfs. i

could control the vca with the touch encoder, but that didn't work for me. i made a few attempts to use the pitch bend and the vcf and had the same problem in each attempt. i couldn't find a way to control the vcf and pitch bend. i don't know, if it's a
problem of the qbip between the fcb1010 and my ipad or if it's a problem of the encoders. any idea? hi, i have been following this thread with interest and have finally gotten round to reading through it. i am currently using a combination of a usb midi

interface and a vsti on my ipad to control my fcb1010, and it's working well. after i follow the instructions to create a profile in the editor, and download it to my ipad, i can connect my ipad to the interface and the uno control center which is great, and i can
upload the profile to the controller. however i can't find a way to access the encoders on the fcb. i can control the touch encoder, and the pitch bend. the encoder acts as if i have no encoder selected, and i can't use the pitch bend for any purpose. does

anyone know how to control the encoders?
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I was able to upgrade the software and thanks to the documentation on the website I was able to copy over my configuration. The UNO version adds a lot of new features: a recording engine (I assume this means I can record and playback - I cant find an explanation of it yet - and there is also a midi
controller for that), a filter effect control, a zero latency mode, low memory mode for longer battery runtimes, and the ability to control the two expression pedals in addition to the base pedal (the original FCB1010 only allowed one instrument). It also includes a reload function and the ability to access the

settings via the computer as a configuration backup. I tried this and was able to upload the settings again, but unfortunately the main settings and configuration file have been replaced by the UNO firmware, so if I delete the configuration I cant reload it (the disk is still there and fully readable as before). Oh
well, at least its a hassle-free solution for importing and exporting configuration and at least it gets the job done (albeit cumbersomely). The biggest change with the UNO firmware is obviously the GATEWAY backend which allows the FCB to communicate directly with multiple Gateways/FXpads. This allows
for a shift in MIDI and configuration protocols such that you can now have the maximum number of channels (effectors) to the FCB 1010 from a single FX or Gateway, which I can see being a real advantage on the road. It also includes a completely new GTKX-based GUI with fcb control center in the installer

and this is a much more polished and intuitive experience than the original Windows software. 5ec8ef588b
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